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ABSTRACT
Empirical evidence on how cognitive factors impact the effectiveness of model-supported group decision making is lacking. This study reports on an experiment on the effects of need for closure, defined as a desire for definite knowledge on some issue and the eschewal of ambiguity. The study was conducted with over 40 postgraduate student groups. A quantitative analysis shows that compared to groups low in need for closure, groups high in need for closure experienced less conflict when using Value-Focused Thinking to make a budget allocation decision. Furthermore, low need for closure groups used the model to surface conflict and engaged in open discussions to come to an agreement. By contrast, high need for closure groups suppressed conflict and used the model to put boundaries on the discussion. Interestingly, both groups achieve similar levels of consensus, and high need for closure groups are more satisfied than low need for closure groups. A qualitative analysis of a subset of groups reveals that in high need for closure groups only a few participants control the model building process, and final decisions are not based on the model but on simpler tools. The findings highlight the need to account for the effects of cognitive factors when designing and deploying model-based support for practical interventions.
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1. Introduction
Group decision making is a common practice in organisations today. The need for group decision making arises because a single individual’s perspective, knowledge, or information processing capacity are too limited to cope with the organisational challenges brought about by the fast changing and interconnected world of the 21st century. For a group decision making process to be effective, group members should be able to surface, share and transform their different perspectives about the decision problem being considered. This can be challenging, but there is a wide variety of model-based group approaches developed within the operational research and systems fields to support this process (Morton et al., 2003). Located mainly within the European soft OR tradition, these approaches share a focus on supporting negotiation within the group, using visual models and ‘on-the-spot’ model-based analysis to enable group members to surface their different perspectives, resolve their differences, and achieve a negotiated agreement about the way forward (Ackermann, 2012; Franco and Montibeller, 2010; Mingers, 2011). Illustrative examples of well-established model-based support approaches include Cognitive Mapping and SODA (Ackermann and Eden, 2010; Eden, 1988), Strategic Choice Approach (Friend and Hickling, 2005), Value-Focused Thinking (Keeney, 1996), Decision Conferencing (Phillips, 2007) and Group Model Building (Richardson and Andersen, 1995; Vennix, 1996, 1999).

To date, empirical research on model-supported group decision making has typically examined model-based interventions as complex global phenomena, mainly through case
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studies or action research methodologies (Eden, 1995; Franco and Montibeller, 2010). While such a research focus has produced useful insights (e.g. Franco and Lord, 2011; Rouwette et al., 2011; Schilling et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2003; White, 2009), scant attention has been paid to examining contingency factors other than the organisational context within which the group is located (e.g. Franco, 2009; Montibeller et al., 2009). In particular, there is little understanding of how cognitive factors influence the effectiveness of model-supported group decision making. In line with recent calls for developing the behavioural agenda within OR in this journal (Hamalainen et al., 2013), our paper contributes to a developing body of work concerned with the cognitive dimension of model use within groups (e.g. Ackermann and Eden, 2011; Franco and Meadows, 2007; Rouwette et al., 2011). Specifically, we explore the potential impact of group members’ differences in need for closure (Kruglanski et al., 2006; Kruglanski and Webster, 1996) on the effectiveness of model-supported group processes, with particular emphasis on conflict management processes. Our study intends to increase the understanding of the role of cognition in model-based interaction, and shed light onto the possible ways in which group members approach a model-supported decision task.

In the remainder of this paper we discuss the nature of model-supported group decision making from a conflict management perspective, introduce the need for closure construct and our research questions, discuss the results and limitations of our analysis, and offer some conclusions and future research directions.

2. Group decision making, conflict management and model-based support

Group decision making involves purposefully bringing together a group of individuals whose knowledge, expertise or interests are considered relevant to the decision context under consideration. The effectiveness of group decision-making is contingent upon the group's ability to: (1) surface and share their knowledge and initial interpretations of the key issues constituting the decision context; and, (2) identify commonalities in views, form a consolidated perspective of the issues or options, and work out a resolution that takes various positions into account and is both desirable and feasible (Eden and Ackermann, 2010). The first condition is needed to deter the group from falling into potential traps associated with groupthink – namely, conformity to group values and ethics leading, among others, to the suppression of deviant opinions (Janis, 1972) – and ‘type III error’ – namely, solving the wrong problem (Mitroff and Erinshoff, 1974). The second condition reduces the chances of a never-ending increase in views and interpretations that is likely to lead to information overload.

These two conditions have been associated with what is known as the differentiation and integration phases of group decision making, respectively (Folger et al., 1996). If either phase of differentiation or integration gets truncated or ineffectively managed, a less satisfactory outcome is likely to follow. To take advantage of the benefits of effective differentiation and integration, groups must be able to manage conflict successfully. Conflict arises because group members are likely to have different opinions regarding the issues framing the decision they face, and on the direction to take. Furthermore, the existence of social pressures and power differences within the group will influence members’ exchanges and analysis of the decision context (Eden and Ackermann, 2010). Consequently, groups engaged in decision making are likely to experience various levels of conflict and how they manage it determines to a great extent their effectiveness.

The literature describes different patterns of conflict management, each differing in their degree of ‘confrontiveness’, or the ability of groups to surface conflict manifest in their competing perspectives and deal with their differences constructively (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003; De Wit et al., 2012; Folger et al., 1996). The least confrontive strategy is to avoid the conflict or ignore it altogether. In this case group members never surface their
differences and maintain a false consensus where some issues are never raised and some interests are not satisfied. Next on the scale is to surface the conflict, but resolution entails one particular position prevailing at the expense of others (i.e. a ‘win-lose’ approach). This is confrontive in the sense that group members acknowledge the presence of the conflict. However, they do not fully confront their differences if they force one party to accept a solution contrary to their initial preferences. Finally, full confrontation means that the group acknowledges the conflict and tries for a solution acceptable to all members.

Some guidelines for effective conflict management are suggested by the literature. These include creating a cooperative climate (Alper et al., 2000), focussing on the problem rather than on people (Fisher and Ury, 1991), and considering a range of options before converging on a specific solution (Nutt, 2002, 2008). One particular approach specifically designed to help groups manage conflict through effective negotiation is model-based group support (Morton et al., 2003). Developed within the operational research and systems fields, and in contrast to technology-driven forms of support such as computer-supported systems (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987; Jessop and Valacich, 1993), model-based support facilitates differentiation of views and positions by providing a medium and a set of procedures for group interaction. The medium is the model that provides group members with a shareable and easily recognised artefact around which they can interact; the set of procedures comprises rules for collating and coding group members’ views, and structured group processes designed to steer members away from behaviours that would inhibit effective group participation. The different model-based support approaches are most easily distinguished on the basis of the medium (type of model) they use. For example, Strategic Options Development and Analysis (Ackermann and Eden, 2010) uses means-ends networks of argumentation; Soft Systems Methodology (Checkland and Poulter, 2006) relies upon building rich pictures of the problem situation and models of a purposeful ‘activity’ system; the Strategic Choice Approach (Friend and Hickling, 2005) works with decision graphs; and, Group Model Building captures the structure of a problem in the form of a causal loop diagram or stock and flow model (Vennix, 1996). Procedures for group interaction are similar across approaches (Franco and Montibeller, 2010; Phillips and Phillips, 1993).

In the differentiation phase, these processes may include brainstorming or one of its variants. Model-based support is also designed to enable the integration of different views. Model-based interaction and analysis is intended to encourage open discussion regarding different interpretations of cause-and-effect relations, which helps group members appreciate the assumptions and beliefs of others and reflect on their own understanding of the decision context. Model-based interaction and analysis is thus the basis upon which the group is able to build and test alternative interpretations of the decision context, which in turn serves to negotiate shared meanings and common interests. Additionally, procedures used in model-based support steer groups away from negative behaviours such as suppressing differences in viewpoints, one side giving in, or a few group members covertly manipulating others into submission. We posit that effective conflict management is facilitated via model-based support because model-based interaction and analysis force members to acknowledge the conflict that results from having different interpretations and interests, and encourage them to openly discuss their differences so that a negotiated agreement can be reached. In others words, model-based support enables the high level of confrontiveness that is required to manage conflict effectively (Folger et al., 1996).

In the next section, we review group composition from a cognitive perspective and introduce ‘need for closure’ (Kruglanski et al., 2006; Kruglanski and Webster, 1996) as a relevant contingency factor for the study of model-supported group decision making. We then articulate research questions concerning the potential implications of a heightened need for closure for the effectiveness of model-supported conflict management processes and outcomes.
3. Group composition, need for closure and model-supported conflict management

Along with group size (Hare, 1981; Thomas and Fink, 1963) and stage of development (Gersick, 1988, 1989; W. Watson et al., 1991), group composition is recognised as a key factor in explaining the benefits and dangers of group decisions. Research on group composition has considered a number of demographical and organisational dimensions (e.g. Jackson et al., 2003; Williams and O'Reilly, 1998), generally reporting that group heterogeneity increases the quality of decision making provided that group problems such as subgroup biases and interpersonal conflict (e.g. Jehn et al., 1999; Pelled et al., 1999; van Knippenberg et al., 2004) are avoided. Research on group composition has also considered the role and impact of cognition in group decision making. Cognition refers to processes of knowledge acquisition and processing, in which representations such as symbols, frames, schemas and goals play a central role (Gardner, 1987). Cognitive style (S. Armstrong et al., 2012) refers to recurrent patterns in mental activities, or the idea that different people acquire and process knowledge differently. Research indicates that group members’ cognitive styles may improve or impede group decision making.

For example, the study by Armstrong and Priola (2001) indicated that the impact of group members’ cognitive styles on the decision making process depended on the decision context: homogeneous intuitive teams initiated more task-oriented behaviours in unstructured and organic rather than well-structured and mechanistic environments. Volkema and Gorman (1998) found that individual differences in information processing moderate the effect of problem formulation on group performance: heterogeneous groups that employed explicit governing objectives (discussions and decisions on objectives) significantly outperformed all others. However, cognitive-based composition did not generally predict group decision making processes and outcomes. In Beaty et al’s (2001) study, a job setting presented a strong situation when a supervisor’s remarks or the company’s performance guidelines created a uniform perception of desired performance behaviours among employees. In contrast, the weak situation was perceived as ambiguous because of inconsistent or infrequent cues. In the weak situation, personality variables such as extraversion had a stronger impact on intended behaviour than in the strong situation. Despite these mixed results, the cognitive dimension of group composition offers the potentially most useful avenue for the study of model-supported group decision making. Model-supported group decision making occasions are atypical events that entail the removal of group members from their work environments and everyday routines, to engage in novel tasks in unfamiliar social and physical settings. They provide few dispositional cues to participants regarding appropriate behaviours, and thus constitute ‘weak’ situations. A considerable volume of basic theory and research shows that cognitive factors and personality traits exert strong influences on behaviour in such weak situations (Beaty et al., 2001; de Kwaadsteniet et al., 2006; Snyder and Ickes, 1985).

A pertinent line of theory and research on the cognitive factors affecting group decision making has been proposed by Kruglanski and his colleagues (e.g. Kruglanski et al., 2006). This research extends earlier work on the effects of ‘need for closure’ (NFC) among individuals to the group level. NFC is defined as a desire for definite knowledge on some issue and the eschewal of confusion and ambiguity (Kruglanski, 1989, 1990, 2004; Kruglanski et al., 2009). NFC is presumed to exert its effects on individuals via two general tendencies: the urgency tendency, reflecting the inclination to attain closure as quickly as possible, and the permanence tendency, reflecting the tendency to maintain it for as long as possible. Jointly, the urgency and permanence tendencies may produce the inclinations to ‘seize’ and then ‘freeze’ (Kruglanski and Webster, 1996) on early judgmental cues.
Kruglanski (1989) argues that NFC represents a relatively stable dimension of individual differences, but also a situationally inducible state (e.g. via time pressure) influenced by the perceived benefits of closure (or costs of lacking it). For example, stressful group work conditions tend to increase this need, which has a number of consequences for information exchange and utilization. Groups experiencing a heightened NFC exhibit a stronger desire for uniformity of opinion or preference (Kruglanski et al., 1993). Unless group members already have very strongly held preferences (in which case the freezing inclination can lead to a reduced readiness to yield to others), such uniformity can be achieved through stronger attempts to influence opinion deviates and/or a greater readiness to yield to others. Both processes should encourage centralization of power and influence in a few influential group members, manifest by greater conversational and power asymmetry in the group (De Grada et al., 1999) and communication patterns centralized on the more powerful members (Pierro et al., 2003). Once a clear group position or solution has been achieved, a heightened NFC prompts (Kruglanski and Webster, 1991): (1) stronger tendencies for group members to support that position; and (2) pressures to accept those that conform and reject those that deviate from that position. In summary, Kruglanski has shown that individual differences or stressful conditions tend to result in a ‘closing of the group mind’, namely, an aversion to unpopular options, an acceptance of autocratic leadership and extant group norms. The validity of these arguments has been demonstrated by empirical research based on the manipulation of NFC in groups via group composition (e.g. Chirumbolo et al., 2004; De Grada et al., 1999; Kruglanski and Webster, 1991). Closing of the group mind may lead to ‘group centrum’ (Kruglanski et al., 2006), a phenomenon characterised by the degree to which group members strive to maintain a firm, consensually supported, ‘shared reality’ (Hardin and Higgins, 1996) unperturbed by dissent and disagreements. Group centrism constitutes a key problem in the ability of groups to manage conflict effectively, as it involves group members exerting uniformity pressures on each other to arrive at speedy consensus (De Grada et al., 1999). Furthermore, the quest for uniformity under heightened NFC tends to lead to intolerance to ambiguity (Kruglanski, 1989, 1990; Kruglanski and Webster, 1996) and a rejection of opinion deviates (Kruglanski and Webster, 1991; Webster and Kruglanski, 1994). Increased ambiguity can result from surfaced conflict and opposition regarding competing interpretations that may impede the arrival at consensus, thereby reducing the group’s ability to create a shared reality and reach closure. In short, premature group consensus and conformity pressure may elicit a ‘groupthink’ type of process, making a group avoid conflict and resulting in an incomplete consideration of options (Chirumbolo et al., 2004; Park, 2000; Turner and Pratkanis, 1988).

Implicit in the model-based group support tradition is the premise that model-based interaction and analysis facilitates effective conflict management by enabling group members to surface and acknowledge the conflict, and deal with it constructively via open discussion rather than avoidance or competition. Because groups exhibiting a heightened NFC are less likely to surface conflict and opposition, or attempt to resolve it by tabling or capitulation via uniformity pressures (De Grada et al., 1999) and rejection of opinion deviates (Kruglanski and Webster, 1991; Webster and Kruglanski, 1994), an interesting issue to explore is whether a heightened NFC in a group can affect the effectiveness of model-supported conflict management. Visual models (e.g. a causal map, a causal loop diagram, a means-ends objectives network) may reduce interpersonal conflict by enabling group members to focus on the issues rather than personal turf-wars, as well as help to surface a conflict and deal with it in a time-efficient manner. Models may offer groups high in NFC a means to better handle ambiguity and a way to incorporate the opinion of deviates so that a consensus view can be found. On the other hand, the use of models may require significant effort and time. Given than high NFC is typically associated with the need to arrive at speedy consensus (De Grada et al., 1999), model-based support may make high NFC groups (compared to low NFC groups) more or less satisfied with the decision making process.
In the next sections we present our empirical analysis of the possible effects of the behavioural tendencies associated with the NFC construct on model-supported group conflict management processes and outcomes.

4. Conceptual model, research questions and methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual model used to frame our study. The model-supported conflict management process is expected to be influenced by the level of NFC experienced by the group. In turn, model-supported conflict management processes should permit explanations about the quality of the group outcomes. The conceptual model shown in Figure 1 helps to articulate our key questions as follows:

(1) How does NFC in a group influence conflict management in a model-supported process? Our aim here is to examine on the one hand whether high (compared to low) NFC groups bring fewer issues out into the open, or in other words experience a lower number of conflicts. We also assess whether high NFC groups resolve conflicts that do arise in less confrontive ways, using win-lose rather than open conflict management processes.

(2) What is the relationship between conflict management and decision quality? A significant body of conflict management research has produced compelling evidence that the higher the confrontiveness of the conflict management process, the higher the consensus in the group, irrespective of whether the process is supported or not (e.g. Eisenhardt et al., 1997; Folger et al., 1996; Garvin and Roberto, 2001; Poole and Dobosh, 2010; Sambamurthy and Poole, 1992a) – but see (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003). Our focus here is thus to examine whether this relationship also holds in a model-supported environment. Furthermore, because high confrontiveness reflects positive behaviours for tackling conflict (e.g. open discussion, collaborative problem solving, negotiation, accommodation), we would expect that group members engaging in these behaviours exhibit more consensus change, more satisfaction with their decision making process, achieve a greater focus of group member behaviour, and perceive a higher quality of recommendations.

(3) To what extent does conflict management mediate the relation between NFC in a group and decision quality? If they are to complete the differentiation and integration phases of decision making successfully, groups need to manage conflict effectively. Conflicts need to be surfaced and dealt with constructively if all information is to be integrated in the group’s final decision (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003; Folger et al., 1996).

We used a classroom experiment to explore these three research questions. Details of the experiment are given next. We then turn to the quantitative analysis of results, followed by a qualitative analysis of group decision processes.

4.1. Participants, task and manipulation

The participants were postgraduate students enrolled in model-based modules at a large business school in the United Kingdom (35 groups) and the Netherlands (eight groups). Students had a variety of nationalities. Data were gathered from 2008 to 2012, drawing on teaching cohorts from master in business administration (MBA) and specialist masters (MSc) programmes. Students participated in the experimental task as part of a wider set of module learning activities. Using model-based approaches to support decision making was part of an assessed piece of coursework, which implied that participants had an interest in completing
the task to the best of their ability. Analysis of the experiment videotapes (see discussion of procedures below), revealed that the groups took the task seriously, participated in it with high levels of enthusiasm, and used the model-based support approach to the extent required for exploring effects. Furthermore, groups worked together on other (non-assessed) designed class group tasks before and after the experiment, meaning they had a (albeit limited) history of prior interaction and anticipated further interaction beyond the experiment.

Although it is possible to manipulate NFC during an experiment (for example, via time pressure or increased noise), restrictions imposed by module teaching objectives meant that this was not possible. Instead, we assessed participants’ innate dispositions regarding NFC to design the experimental treatment condition. One week prior to the module, participants completed a battery of instruments that included the NFC scale developed by Kruglanski and his colleagues (Kruglanski et al., 1993; Webster and Kruglanski, 1994). The original scale consists of 42 items that tap one’s dispositional (rather than situational) NFC as a whole as well as five subscales. In our study we use a scale of 37 items, resulting from the deletion of four items from the original 42-item scale as suggested by Mannetti, Pierro, Kruglanski, Taris, & Bezinovic (2002), along with the substitution of the seven items of the original Decisiveness subscale by six new items of the same subscale proposed by Roets & Van Hiel (2007). The final five subscales are Preference for Order (e.g. ‘I think that having clear rules and order at work is essential for success’; 8 items); Preference for Predictability (e.g. ‘when dining out, I like to go to places where I have been before so that I know what to expect’; 8 items); Discomfort with Ambiguity (e.g. ‘I don’t like situations that are uncertain’; 8 items); Closed-Mindedness (e.g. ‘I feel irritated when one person disagrees with what everyone else in a group believes’; 7 items); and, Decisiveness (e.g. ‘when I have made a decision, I feel relieved’; 6 items). Cronbach’s alpha for the complete scale of 37 items was .87 \((n = 166)\).

For individual participants the median score on NFC is 121. Groups with a mean score equal to or above 121 were classified as high NFC groups; groups below the median as showing a low disposition on this need, a common procedure in NFC-related research. The initial data set consisted of 43 groups. Three groups were removed from the dataset because of too low initial conflict (see below). The sample used in this study includes a total of 82 participants low on NFC, who were randomly assigned to 19 groups, forming the low NFC condition. Similarly, 87 participants high on NFC were randomly assigned to 21 groups, making up the high NFC condition.

All groups worked on the Foundation Task developed by Watson, DeSanctis, and Poole (1988), which asks participants to allocate a fixed amount of money among six competing projects that have requested funds from a philanthropic foundation. Conflict arises because group members have varying preference structures, which results in different allocation patterns. The projects participants can fund are designed to appeal to a set of basic human values (Allport et al., 1970): theoretical (purchase additional volumes for the community's library system); economic (create a tourism bureau to attract tourism to the community); aesthetic (purchase art for display in the community's art gallery); social (establish a community arts program featuring art, music, and dance programs for children and adults); political (purchase a new computer system for the county government in order to hold local taxes constant); and religious (establish an additional shelter for the homeless in the community).

### 4.2. Model-based support

To support the completion of the task, participants were asked to use Keeney’s (1992, 1996, 2012) Value-Focused Thinking (VFT) approach, which is designed to help individuals or groups surface and articulate a wide variety of concerns (e.g. values, interests) relevant to a particular decision context. A key modelling activity in the VFT approach is to rephrase each concern into an objective, and distinguish ‘means’ objectives from ‘fundamental’ objectives via cause-and-effect relations. Central to Keeney’s approach is the idea that when faced with
several options, choice should be based on the most fundamental of objectives relevant to the decision context. An objective is considered a means objective if it helps better achieve some other high level objective. If the objective represents something important in its own right, then it is a fundamental objective (see also discussion of the notion of ‘goals’ in Eden and Ackermann, 2013). The main output of the modelling process is a map of linked objectives, which can then be used to inform the group’s decision.

The objectives map, together with the analyses that it helps to generate, provided the main mechanism for group interaction. All groups were given training and a modelling process script that was consistent with VFT principles. They were also provided with flipcharts put up on the wall and laid out to provide space for building the objectives map, together with pens, large Post-it™ notes and a whiteboard.

4.3. Procedures
The experimental procedure was as follows:

a) Participants read the task background information and individually allocated funds to six projects requesting support from a philanthropic trust. (Individual allocations were used to calculate pre-meeting consensus – see below.)

b) Participants received training in applying the VFT approach for 45 minutes. Training materials on VFT were tested and refined through several iterations of teaching model-based modules prior to data collection.

c) Participants worked together as a self-facilitated group to use the VFT approach to develop an ‘objectives map’ relevant to the funding decision context. They were instructed to use the map (i.e. the model) to inform their fund allocation decision, and given an hour to arrive at a recommendation that had to be acceptable to all group members. Each group discussion was recorded on audio- and video-taped. (Written permission was granted prior to the experiment.)

d) Participants filled out a post-meeting questionnaire that asked them to re-evaluate individually the six projects requesting funding in light of their group discussion, and individually re-allocated funds to the six projects. (These individual allocations were used to calculate post-meeting consensus – see below.) In addition, the post-meeting questionnaire included items to measure their satisfaction with the group process, focus of group member behaviour and perception of the quality of recommendations.

4.4. Measurement of pre-meeting consensus
Groups approach a decision-making situation with a certain level of existing conflict in their interpretations about the issues constituting the decision context. The level of existing conflict is brought about by a combination of task and group characteristics. Tasks that are ill-structured or that are open ended with no optimal answer increase the degree of equivocality surrounding the issues and lead group members to formulate a divergent array of interpretations (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Higher amounts of equivocality result in high conflict potential due to greater divergence in the initial interpretations formulated by group members. We thus measured conflict potential due to task characteristics by assessing the degree of pre-meeting consensus with the method developed by Spillman, Spillman and Bezdek (1980). This method produces a consensus measure ranging from 0 (no agreement) to 1.0 (perfect agreement). Three groups with a pre-meeting consensus level higher than .50 were considered to be too low on potential conflict and removed from the dataset.

Sambamurthy and Poole’s study on Electronic Meeting Systems excludes groups with initial consensus higher than .40 (Sambamurthy and Poole, 1992: 240); we use .50 as a threshold in order to keep our dataset as large as possible while still ensuring an adequate level of initial conflict. Nijstad and De Dreu (2012) provide a theoretical rationale for the relation between initial conflict and decision making process: the confrontation with group members that have divergent preferences will undermine a participant’s confidence in her own preferences,
because it is not shared by others. This will in turn raise epistemic motivation and increase the desire to search and process information.

4.5. Measurement of conflict management
The conflict management process was assessed using the Group Working Relationships Coding Scheme developed by Poole and his colleagues (Poole, 1983; Poole and Roth, 1989). The Group Working Relations Coding System (GWRCS) is based on direct observation of short segments (30 seconds) of group interaction. Segments were coded to describe seven different types of global interaction patterns that indicate various degrees of confrontiveness during the segment – see Sambamurthy and Poole (1992a) for an application. Poole and colleagues posit that quality of conflict management depends on both the extent of surfacing conflict and the way in which conflict is resolved. The lowest level of confrontiveness – namely, failure to surface conflict – is indicated by group interaction coded as Integration (INT) or Focused Work (FW) periods. During INT periods the group is not task-focused, and members display positive socio-emotional behaviour such as joking or going off on a tangent. In FW periods groups are task-focused and do not disagree with one another, as in brainstorming. A somewhat higher level of confrontiveness is indicated by periods coded as Critical Work (CW), in which differences surface but no opposing sides are formed relative to an issue, and differentiation is dealt with in an implicit manner. Still more confrontive are periods classified as Opposition (OPP), during which group members acknowledge and surface conflicts. When faced with opposition, the group can choose among three approaches to manage the conflict. Groups that deal with conflict through Capitulation (CAP) or Tabling (TAB) acknowledge their conflicts but do not confront them in the most constructive manner. The most confrontive method of conflict management occurs when group members surface opposition and then deal with it through Open Discussion (OD). In this case, conflict is managed through negotiation or collaborative problem-solving in which all parties’ concerns are addressed. Hence, the GWRCS enables the distinction of low confrontiveness (FW, INT), moderate confrontiveness (CW), moderately high confrontiveness (OPP followed by CAP or TAB), and high confrontiveness (OPP followed by OD).

To prepare the material for coding, about 43 hours of video recordings were transcribed in full. Coding was done by two research assistants on the basis of the video recordings and transcripts. The first research assistant was trained by the first and second authors, obtaining Kappa interrater reliabilities of .83, .79, and .68. The second research assistant was trained by the second author, obtaining a Kappa interrater reliability of .71. Average Kappa is .75 which according to Fleiss (1981) is rated as good to excellent. In the main, differences between coders were due to different interpretations of CW and FW codes. The first research assistant coded 35 of 43 groups; the second coded the remaining eight groups. Both coded about the same number of high and low NFC groups. Both coders were neither aware of the research questions nor of the classification of groups as high nor low on NFC.

4.6. Measurement of decision quality
Decision quality was assessed by measuring four variables concerning group work: consensus change, satisfaction with the decision process, perceived quality of recommendations, and focus of group behaviour. Similarly to pre-meeting consensus, post-meeting consensus was assessed using the method developed by Spillman et al. (1980). Consensus change is calculated as: consensus post - consensus pre. A positive (negative) number means an increase (decrease) in group consensus from pre to post.

Self-reported data was obtained through validated instruments. Satisfaction with the decision process was measured with five items. Items were measured on 5-point semantic differentials, anchored by efficient – inefficient, coordinated – uncoordinated, fair – unfair, confusing – understandable and satisfying – dissatisfying (Green and Taber, 1980; Cronbach's alpha = .73).
Perceived quality of group recommendations was measured with eight items. Items were measured on 7-point semantic differentials and addressed the discussion’s overall quality (poor – good), effectiveness (effective – ineffective), outcome (unsatisfactory – satisfactory), execution (competently executed – incompetently executed), issues explored in the discussion (trivial – substantial), content (carefully developed – carelessly developed), manner in which participants examined issues (nonconstructive – constructive) and the group’s movement towards reaching a conclusion (significant – insignificant) (Gouran et al., 1978; Cronbach's alpha = .84).

Finally, eight items addressed focus of group member behaviour (Gouran et al., 1978; Cronbach's alpha = .84). Items were measured on 7-point semantic differentials and addressed behaviour of the group (not goal directed - goal directed), participants initiated discussion on (irrelevant – relevant) issues, participants’ contributions were (poorly – well) amplified, participation in the discussion was (unevenly distributed - evenly distributed), ideas expressed in the discussion were (uncritically – critically) examined, participants dealt with issues (unsystematically – systematically), interpersonal relationships among the participants appeared to be (unhealthy – healthy), functions of leadership in the discussion were (poorly – well) served. Gouran et al.’s (1978) original scale contains nine items. We decided to leave out the item on whether positions taken in the discussion were (undocumented – documented) as the Foundation task asks group members to divide money over projects on the basis of personal preferences. Background documentation to the task was constructed in such a way that no specific project was favoured over another. After negatively worded items had been recoded so that higher scores indicated higher scores on the constructs, composite means were calculated for all constructs.

5. Results

The data in our study span multiple levels of observation. Individuals are nested within groups, which are part of a specific teaching cohort that is either part of a MSc or MBA program. In the following we first test for the effect of teaching cohort and program. We then report results of each of our research questions. Finally, we turn to a qualitative analysis of our data.

5.1. Effects of program and cohort

NFC scores and program (MSc versus MBA) were not independent ($\chi^2(1) = 29.79, p < .001$). There were relatively more MBA students in the low NFC groups, and, thus, relatively more MSc students in the high NFC groups. We tested the effect of program on the four decision quality variables (change in consensus, satisfaction with the decision process, perceived quality of group recommendations and focus of group member behaviour). T-tests on the effect of program on the dependent variables did not show any significant differences except for satisfaction: mean satisfaction is lower for MBA ($M = 3.61, SD = 0.54$) than for MSc students ($M = 3.87, SD = 0.60, t(166) = 3.02, p < .01$). Because of the non-independence of program and NFC, testing the effect of both variables simultaneously is problematic. Nevertheless, graphs of the effects on each dependent variable seem to indicate a main effect of NFC, as shown in Figure 2.

PLACE FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

There appeared a significant increase in consensus from pre to post, large effect size ($M_{pre} = 0.27, SD_{pre} = 0.07; M_{post} = 0.46, SD_{post} = 0.16; M_{change} = 0.20, SD_{change} = 0.14$; Wilks’ $\Lambda = .39, F(1, 39) = 60.79; p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .61$). Interaction effects were not significant (between and
Within subjects: program * consensus change, NFC * consensus change, program * NFC * consensus change, nor for their interaction. It is worth noting that power is limited because of the small number of groups and because program and NFC are not independent.

Looking in more depth at the differences between groups for the MSc and MBA programs separately reveals the following. In the MBA groups there were no significant differences in the means of the dependent variables between the low and high NFC groups. In contrast, the MSc groups do reveal differences, in particular with regard to focus of group member behaviour and satisfaction. Effects were significant using both t-tests and Mann-Whitney tests. The high NFC groups have higher scores on these variables than low NFC groups. So, MSc students in the high NFC groups evaluate focus of group member behaviour more positively and experience more satisfaction than the students in the low NFC groups. For perceived quality of recommendations there were no differences.

Our cautious conclusion is that in general the MBA and MSc programs do not differ with regard to the effect of NFC. The main effect of program shows that there are no differences in consensus changes, focus of group behaviour, and perceived quality of recommendations between MBA and MSc, but MSc groups appear more satisfied than MBA groups.

Next we tested the effect of program on conflict management process. The only significant effect is on open discussion: MBA groups spent significantly more time in open discussion than MSc groups ($M_{\text{MBA}} = 1.23$, $SD_{\text{MBA}} = 0.99$; $M_{\text{MSc}} = 0.79$, $SD_{\text{MSc}} = 0.89$; $t(163) = 2.98$; $p < .01$; $\eta_p^2 = .05$). For all other variables related to conflict management (conflict, tabulation and capitulation units), the overall differences between high and low NFC groups are repeated in the MSc groups and MBA groups.

As the various teaching cohorts may have an effect on decision quality scores of individuals within each cohort, we employed multilevel modelling following the approach of Hayes (2006). As a first step, the Intraclass Correlation (ICC) was used to test whether multilevel modelling was appropriate for the data (Hayes, 2006, p. 394). ICC represents the amount of variation on individual level as explained by differences in cohort level. Considering a maximum number of 169 individuals, a rough indication (using a $p$-value calculator for correlation coefficients) indicates that ICCs $> .151$ were statistically significant at a significance level $p$ of .05. In case ICC was significant, indicating that multilevel effects might be present, the second step was testing the effect of level-2 variable cohort in a series of four multilevel models. In multilevel modelling effects are considered either fixed or random. A fixed effect means that it has one value for all individuals in the sample, regardless of the cohort to which they belonged. A random effect, on the contrary, does take cohort into account. In the four models variation of fixed and random effects were tested for cohort on the regression intercepts and the regression slopes of the dependent variables. Model 1, the baseline or null model, tests fixed intercepts and fixed slopes, meaning no multilevel effect. Model 2 tests random intercepts and fixed slopes, model 3 fixed intercepts and random slopes and model 4 random intercepts and random slopes. In line with the design of the study, in all four models NFC is having a fixed effect. Models 2 to 4 were compared to the baseline model 1 by means of the -2 Log Likelihood (-2LL) statistic (Hayes, 2006, p. 394) to test if model fit improved. The -2LL statistic follows a chi-square ($\chi^2$) distribution, if the difference in $\chi^2$ is larger than 3.84 (6.63) at the expense of 1 degree of freedom than it was a statistically significant improvement at $p = .05$ (.01). In turned out that testing model 4 resulted in estimation problems possibly due to a relatively low number of cases, and is therefore not reported. Table 1 summarises the most important outcomes of the multilevel analyses on cohort.

-----------------------------------------------
Table 1 shows that ICC for consensus change and satisfaction with decision process was not significant, consequently there was no multilevel effect of cohort for these variables. For perceived quality of recommendations and focus of group member behaviour ICC was significant but not very large. For these variables model 2, using random intercepts and fixed slopes, showed an improvement in comparison to the baseline model 1. Model 3 resulted in a worse fit than model 1. Inspection of plots (not added) reveals that many cohorts follow the same pattern: relatively low scores on perceived quality of recommendations and focus of group member behaviour, respectively, in the low NFC group and relatively high scores in the high NFC group. The slopes have fairly similar angles, but start on different levels, indicating that the multilevel model with random intercepts and fixed slopes fits the data quite well.

In summary, the tests made clear that there was a limited multilevel effect present in the data. For consensus change and satisfaction with decision process, a multilevel approach did not seem to fit. For perceived quality of recommendations and focus of group member behaviour there was a multilevel effect suggesting that the low NFC groups in the cohorts vary in their mean level of the dependent variable but have fairly similar slopes. The presence of a relative limited multilevel effect in the data and the estimation problems for more complex models made us decide not to conduct additional multilevel analyses with group variables conflict management (conflict, tabulation, capitulation, and open discussion units).

5.2. Answers to research questions

1. How does NFC in a group influence conflict management in a model-supported process?
Table 2 summarises descriptive statistics of key study variables and t-tests examining the influence of low versus high NFC groups. The table shows that high NFC groups have a significantly lower number of conflict, capitulation, tabulation, and open discussion units.

On group level controlling for duration, group size, pre-meeting consensus revealed no differences for conflict units, tabulation units, and open discussion units. However, for capitulation units the effect of NFC was no longer significant. (The effect of NFC on capitulation units, without taking into account control variables, was not strong either.)

2. What is the relationship between conflict management and decision quality?
Table 3 shows the correlations between conflict management variables and decision quality variables. We first take a look at correlations within each group of variables. It appears that in general there were significant positive and substantial correlations among the conflict management variables (conflict units, capitulation units, tabulation units and open discussion units). There were also significant positive correlations between the decision quality variables satisfaction with the decision process, perceived quality of group recommendations and focus of group member behaviour, but consensus change did not relate to any other decision quality variables. Between the groups of variables, i.e. across the conflict management and decision quality variables, there were two significant but relatively low correlations: a positive correlation (.16) between capitulation units and consensus change and a negative correlation (-.16) between tabulation units and perceived quality of group recommendations.
3. To what extent does conflict management mediate the relation between NFC in a group and decision quality?

According to the seminal article by Baron and Kenny (1986), a variable functions as a mediator if three conditions are met. First, the independent variable has a significant effect on the (presumed) mediator, in our study NFC on conflict management. Second, there is an effect of the mediator on the dependent variable, here conflict management on decision quality. Third, when both of these effects are controlled, the relation between the independent and dependent variable disappears (full mediation) or grows significantly weaker. The above answer to the first research question shows that the first condition is met. However, Table 3 indicates that the second condition does not apply to our data. There were only two significant correlations between conflict management and decision quality variables. The third condition implies there is a relation between independent and dependent variable which is also absent in our study. Table 2 indicates effects of NFC on two of four decision quality variables; satisfaction and focus of group behaviour were significantly higher in the high versus low NFC groups. We used the PROCESS module in SPSS to test two mediating models in particular: NFC to capitulation units to consensus change, and NFC to tabulation units to perceived quality of recommendations. These analyses corroborated the finding that conflict management does not mediate the relation between NFC and decision quality. NFC appears to have an independent effect on conflict management and on two decision quality variables: satisfaction and focus of group member behaviour.

5.3. Qualitative analysis of results

So far we have answered our research questions using quantitative analyses. The analyses presented to this point should constitute the principal source of any inferences that can be drawn from the study. Nevertheless there were certain consistent behavioural patterns in the way high and low NFC groups went about their work that are worth noting. Our observations below are based on an in-depth analysis of four audio-video recordings of interacting groups. Although these observations have not yet been corroborated in any quantitative manner, they may still be useful for shedding more light on the use of models during conflict management in high versus low NFC groups.

Two consistent behavioural patterns were observed between high and low NFC groups. First, the use of a model to inform resource allocation decisions presented a more difficult challenge to high NFC than low NFC groups. High NFC groups struggled to find an effective way to use their models as a basis for their decisions on which projects to fund. This struggle was evidenced by the fact that high NFC groups did not know how to use the information generated from their models in their final choices. Whereas the low NFC groups clearly referred back to the objective maps they had developed at the point of discussing potential resource allocations (e.g. by pointing at particular parts of the map), the high NFC groups tended to discard their maps and opt instead for alternative and simpler means to help them make a decision. This entailed, for instance, undertaking a simple ‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculation, or using a simple decision rule. One possible explanation for this observed pattern is that the initial disagreements triggered by the model made the possibility of reaching consensus in the remaining time much more difficult for high NFC groups, and so a simpler alternative that could secure consensus faster was preferred.

In addition to retreating to alternative and simpler means to make decisions, high NFC groups exhibited a second behavioural pattern that was in contrast to that by low NFC groups. Whereas low NFC groups appeared to engage in a participative model building process, with facilitation being shared among group members, and with the model being used as a tool for reaching accommodations, the high NFC groups showed the almost the opposite behaviour. Indeed, throughout group discussions in the high NFC groups, control over the
model building process was in the hands of just a few members. These process leaders tended to make the content non-negotiable, particularly when potential conflict emerged. Non-verbal behaviours such as ‘grabbing’ the flip chart or ‘holding the pen’, together with actions to control the modelling process by the most vocal group members were much more frequent in high NFC than in low NFC groups.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The use of model-based support has been advocated as a powerful mechanism for facilitating group decision making in organisations (e.g. Eden and Ackermann, 2010; Eden and Radford, 1990; Franco and Montibeller, 2010). Whilst significant published empirical research in the model-based group support literature has focussed attention upon providing rich accounts of the deployment and perceived impacts of model-based approaches, two noted shortcomings motivated this research. Firstly, most researchers have been concerned with understanding the role of context in moderating the effects of model-supported group decision making. Attention to examine other contingency factors, such as cognitive aspects, has been relatively sparse. Secondly, scant attention has been paid to examining impacts of such contingency factors on the model-supported group interaction process itself.

This research proposed the need for cognitive closure (NFC) as a relevant contingency factor for the study of model-supported group decision making. Three research questions concerning the potential implications of a heightened NFC for the effectiveness of model-supported conflict management processes and outcomes were examined through an experimental study. Key results obtained were: (1) groups with a higher, as opposed to lower, disposition on NFC displayed a lower number of conflict, tabulation, and open discussion units; (2) high and low NFC groups achieved similar levels of consensus change but high NFC groups were more satisfied and achieved greater focus on group behaviour than low NFC groups; (3) perceived quality of recommendations did not differ between levels of NFC; and, (4) despite using the same model-based support approach, high versus low NFC groups exhibited different patterns of conflict management processes. The latter result indicates to us that the ability of groups to ‘restructure’ (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Poole et al., 1996) model-based procedures and technology so as to adapt them to their particular requirements or inclinations must be taken into account in studying the impacts of model-based group support approaches.

These results suggest that a heightened NFC may reduce a group’s ability to deal with conflict constructively and productively. High NFC groups surface fewer conflicts and manage them in less open ways. Our qualitative analysis shows that high NFC groups use a more controlled, less participative process for building models. They find it difficult to use the resulting models in making their final decision and instead switch to simpler tools. Nevertheless, NFC does not seem to impact consensus change. This apparent puzzle can be resolved if consensus could be understood as ‘perceived’ instead of ‘real’ consensus - meaning that the tendency of high NFC groups to freeze on a solution would lead members of these groups to quickly settle on a solution that most could live with, while privately still keeping to their initial point of view. In this interpretation high NFC groups would have reached an accommodation rather than a true consensus. However, our measurement of consensus, on the basis of an individual allocation of funds not visible to other members of the group, makes this explanation unlikely. One factor that may help to explain this ‘different-processes-but-similar-results’ puzzle is the degree of elaboration of information, reflected in the model that the groups build. It is easier to achieve consensus on a general and abstract level; bringing in more detail makes developing a consensus view progressively more difficult. In future research we intend to compare the models of high and low NFC groups with regard to the number of categories of objectives and detail within each category (breadth versus depth, cf. Massey and Wallace, 1996).
Given that high NFC groups follow a ‘worse’ process, it is striking that high NFC groups are also more satisfied and achieved greater focus. This result is reminiscent of other reported differences between objective and subjective estimates of group performance. Nominal (non-interacting) groups generate more ideas than brainstorming groups, but the latter are more satisfied with their performance (see Stroebe et al., 2010 for an overview of this research tradition). Rouwette et al. (2011) find that after participating in modelling workshops, participants state that they have not learned anything new in the sessions although a comparison of pretest and posttest measurements indicates changes in insight (see also Hodgkinson, 2002). One possible explanation for this finding is that high and low NFC groups were assessing their level of satisfaction and group focus with different decision processes. As suggested by the qualitative analysis, high NFC groups tended to switch to simpler tools to make their decisions, whereas low NFC groups stayed with their models throughout the decision making process. It is thus plausible that high NFC groups were assessing their satisfaction and group focus levels with the (simpler) tools that helped them to achieve speedy consensus. In addition, in the model-supported environment controlled in this study, the lower levels of confrontiveness that are characteristic for high NFC groups may have resulted in greater focus of group behaviour, particularly in terms of perceptions of goal directedness. However, what makes the picture a bit more complicated in our case is that perceived quality of recommendations, a subjective estimation of process and outcome quality, was not different between high and low NFC groups. This subjective measurement does seem to follow the trend in the objective measurement of consensus. More research is thus needed to shed more light into the issues raised by our study.

Several limitations of this research should be noted. The study used Value-Focused Thinking as the model-supported group approach and NFC as a contingency factor. First, it remains to be determined whether the results are generalisable across model-support group approaches and cognitive factors. Second, our study employed self-facilitated groups. Although the use of model-based support by self-facilitated groups is not uncommon (see, for example, the application of group model building reported in Videira et al., 2012), most model-based group support approaches employ a trained facilitator. On the other hand, the use of self-facilitation avoids the introduction of additional confounding variables (cf. McCardle-Keurentjes, 2015). Nevertheless, it remains to be seen if our results can be generalised beyond self-facilitated groups. Third, the study utilized only one type of task. Task variation could produce differences in NFC and model-support effects. Fourth, the study used graduate and postgraduate students as subjects. Additional replications in the field are required before the current results can be generalised. Fifth, the coding procedures employed may have restricted what we can infer about group conflict interaction. Whilst most groups had members with different nationalities, some groups were dominated by British members. Our two coders were non-native English speakers and, therefore, may have been limited in their ability to pick up nuances of the interaction in these groups. Coding reliability was assessed after all groups were coded; additional checks midway would have constituted a better prevention against coder drifting. And finally, as in all studies, we chose a particular conceptualisation of our variables which may steer results in particular direction. We measured NFC on an individual level but used the aggregated group scores in our analyses. In addition, our study looks at conflict management by isolating 30 second units of conflict, tabulation, capitulation and open discussion units. As described before, Sambamurthy and Poole (1992c) aggregate these into four levels of confrontiveness. In our study, confrontiveness levels seemed to hide the clear difference between high and low NFC groups as laid out in Table 2.

Our research has provided some illustration of the value of studying the effects of cognitive factors on model-supported group decision making. The study employed direct behavioural observation and detailed analysis of the group interaction process. Of interest are the
variations in patterns of conflict management processes that were identified. Previous research shows that in unsupported groups, premature group consensus and conformity pressure may elicit a ‘groupthink’ type of process (Chirumbolo et al., 2004; Park, 2000; Turner and Pratkanis, 1988). In our study, using Value-Focused Thinking, a similar process was observed. Our research demonstrates the value of conducting process-level investigations of model-supported group decision making. Such examinations complement and strengthen insights gained from traditional model-based intervention research that has tended to treat the group interaction process as a black box.

Model building is central to OR practice. The research reported in this paper suggests that when high NFC is present, groups do not always use models as intended and may switch to alternative decision strategies. What are the implications of these findings for the work of the OR practitioner? At a minimum, education and training about NFC can help OR practitioners recognise its signs during model building, so that they can intervene based on established group work practices (e.g. Franco and Montibeller, 2010; Phillips and Phillips, 1993). In addition, preparatory work prior to model-building interventions can reap the most benefits in this respect. Whilst attempting to measure group members’ preferences for early closure before engaging in model building would be impractical, managing situational and group-level factors so that they are less conducive to a higher need for early closure is possible. For example, it is likely that having enough time and energy, as well as the right physical environment (e.g. low noise levels), will prevent the group from experiencing a high NFC during model building. In addition, the presence of diversity of views and preferences are likely to cause groups to engage in elaborate and deep information processing, thus lowering their need for early closure. However, for these differences to be surfaced during modelling, group members have to be able to dissent if needed. This requires OR practitioners working closely with clients to ensure that group members are provided with a climate of ‘psychological safety’ (Edmondson, 1999), so that they are free to think independently and deliberately during model building. This is particularly crucial when the client is an active participant in the model building process. Although systematic research is lacking, it is reasonable to assume that client’s behaviour during modelling will affect the need for closure in the group.

A number of directions for future research can be identified. If, as our findings suggest, the pattern of model use indeed differs between high and low NFC groups, then this has direct implications for the practice of model-based support. A group showing signs of a heightened NFC is likely to resist engaging with the model if they see it as a barrier to reach speedy consensus. The experienced OR facilitator is accustomed to groups trying to move quickly from divergence to convergence in a decision making process. Whether a heightened NFC poses bigger challenges for the experienced facilitator would be a potentially useful avenue to explore. Specifically, identifying how experienced OR facilitators handle dispositional or situational NFC in model-supported group work would generate useful training materials for novice OR facilitators.

One obvious direction for future research would be to replicate our research with a different model-supported group approach, for example, MACBETH (Bana e Costa and Chagas, 2004). Such an approach enables groups to perform quantitative value-based assessments based on qualitative value judgements, which could have provided groups with an alternative form of support to address the task used in this research. Differentiation of the type of analytic capability provided by model-supported group approaches (e.g. qualitative versus quantitative) should permit integration of research findings across different approaches. Another extension for future research would be to examine the effects of other cognitive factors on model-supported group decision-making, for example, need for cognition (Cacioppo and Petty, 1982) and faith in intuition (Dane and Pratt, 2007). The study of these constructs is increasingly being proposed to advance our understanding of the interplay
between structured group decision processes (such as model-supported processes) and those who use it in interaction (Hodgkinson and Clarke, 2007). A third extension would be to replicate the research in a different task context, for example a problem structuring task (e.g. Massey and Wallace, 1996), or in a field setting. Overall, these proposed extensions, together with the methodology adopted here, would help to shed light on the different paths to consensus in model-supported environments.
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Figure 1: Conceptual model
Figure 2: Effects of NFC and program on decision quality

Note. nClosgroup = NFC, 0 = low, 1 = high.
Table 1: Multilevel modelling outcomes for cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>ICC</th>
<th>Model 1 -2LL (df = 3)</th>
<th>Model 2 -2LL (df = 4)</th>
<th>Model 1 vs. 2 Δ χ²</th>
<th>Model 3 -2LL (df = 4)</th>
<th>Model 1 vs. 3 Δ χ²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consensus change</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>409.65</td>
<td>394.08</td>
<td>15.57**</td>
<td>414.04</td>
<td>-4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with decision process</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>386.21</td>
<td>371.06</td>
<td>15.15**</td>
<td>392.21</td>
<td>-6.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality of recommendations</td>
<td>.15*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of group member behaviour</td>
<td>.15*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Model 1: baseline, fixed intercepts, fixed slopes; Model 2: random intercepts, fixed slopes; Model 3: fixed intercepts, random slopes. Need for cognition is fixed in all models. ICC is intraclass correlation; -2LL is -2 Log Likelihood (see text). A positive (negative) number in the Model comparisons (columns 5 and 7) indicates an increase (decrease) in model fit. * p < .05, ** p < .01
Table 2: Descriptive and inferential statistics of key study variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Low NFC</th>
<th>High NFC</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 19</td>
<td>n = 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>4.63 (0.68)</td>
<td>4.52 (0.60)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of group meeting</td>
<td>62.55 (2.63)</td>
<td>58.68 (4.59)</td>
<td>3.22*</td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td>.002**</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of existing conflict (pre-meeting consensus)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-meeting consensus</td>
<td>0.46 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict units</td>
<td>11.11 (10.01)</td>
<td>5.14 (4.98)</td>
<td>2.35*</td>
<td>25.81</td>
<td>.027*</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitulation units</td>
<td>1.26 (1.24)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.06*</td>
<td>25.17</td>
<td>.050*</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabulation units</td>
<td>1.47 (1.12)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.80)</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.012*</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open discussion units</td>
<td>7.89 (9.34)</td>
<td>2.81 (4.29)</td>
<td>2.18*</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>.039*</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 82</td>
<td>n = 86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus change</td>
<td>0.19 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.43*</td>
<td>145.12</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with decision process</td>
<td>3.55 (0.56)</td>
<td>3.90 (0.56)</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality of recommendations</td>
<td>5.22 (0.86)</td>
<td>5.46 (0.78)</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of group member behaviour</td>
<td>5.33 (0.80)</td>
<td>5.62 (0.74)</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>.016*</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Duration of group meeting is measured in minutes. Satisfaction with decision process is measured on a 5-point scale. Perceived quality of recommendations and focus of group member behaviour are measured on 7-point scales. Cells in Column 2 and 3 depict mean and (standard deviation). * Levene’s test was significant, therefore t-tests for unequal variances are reported. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. Cohen’s d indicate effect sizes: .20 small, .50 medium, and .80 large (Cohen, 1992).
Table 3: Correlations between conflict management (1-4) and decision quality variables (5-8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Conflict units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Capitulation units</td>
<td>.64***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Tabulation units</td>
<td>.72***</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Open discussion units</td>
<td>.77***</td>
<td>.62***</td>
<td>.66***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Consensus change</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Satisfaction with decision process</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Perceived quality of recommendations</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.16*</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Focus of group member behaviour</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.33***</td>
<td>.76***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Ns vary between 164 and 165